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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE 
An optical tracker comprises a pair of frequency modu- 
lation reticles, positioned on separate transparent over- 
lapping carriers so that the two reticle patterns are spa- 
tially phase displaced by 9.0" relative to an image of a 
tracked object. A single photodetector responds to  the 
image chopped by the two reticles to drive X and Y sig- 
nal channels through an F M  discriminator. 
The invention described herein was made by an em- 
ployee of the United States Government and may be 
manufactured and used by or for the Government for 
governmental purposes without the payment of any royal- 
tits thereon or therefor. 
The present invention relates generally to optical 
trackers and mole particularly to an optical tracker em- 
ploying a pair of frequency modulation reticles phase dis- 
placed from each other spatially by 90" relative to an 
image of a tracked object. 
Optical trackers for determining the position of point 
soulces, such as stars, generally employe leticles having 
either amplitude modulation or frequency modulation 
charactelistics. Reticles of the latter type are generally 
prefeired because of greater signal-to-noise ratio with 
regard to fields of view having multiple sources. In par- 
ticular, an optical tracker employing a frequency modu- 
lation reticle tracks the brightest image to the exclusion 
of all other images in a field of view. Systems employing 
amplitude modulation reticles \generally, however, derive 
signals indicative of the average position of all light 
sources in the field of view. Thus, if a field of view in- 
cludes two light sources, systems employing amplitude 
modulation reticles generally derive signals indicating the 
presence of a single apparent image at a position between 
the two actual sources. Tn contrast, an optical tracker 
employing a fleq~~ency modulation reticle derives an in- 
dication of the position of the source having the greatest 
intensity. 
Frequency modulation reticles are generally classifiable 
into two different types; those in which the center of the 
image field is directed at the center of a reticle calrier 
disk and a second class wherein the center of the image 
field is di~ected at a point removed from the reticle car- 
rier disk center. Zn the former type, the reticle disk in- 
cludes a plurality of radially extending, alternately opaque 
and transparent sectors having a common point at the 
disk centet. The differing sectors have varying degrees 
of arc, as a fxinction of angular and radial position, 
v,hereby a photodetector responsive to light chopped by 
the reticle pattern derives a signal having maximun~ fre- 
quency swings propo~tional to the displacement of the 
image fiom the leiicle and disk center and an instanta- 
neous fiequency commensu~ate with reticle angular 
position. 
In the second type of FM leiicle, the "center" of the 
reticle patte~n is located at a radial position removed 
f ~ o r n  the center of the carrier disk. An image focussed 
on the "center" of the reticle pattern causes a photo- 
detector to derive a constant frequency output signal. The 
reticle pattern is variable as a function of radial position 
2 
and angle. Thereby, images focussed on the reticle at re- 
gions removed from the reticle "center" modulate the 
instantaneous frequency of light chopped by the reticle, 
with the maximum frequency swing from the constant fre- 
quency being proportional to the displacement between 
the image and the reticle "center." 
It has been found that reticles employing F M  patterns 
wherein the reticle center is removed from the center of 
the carrier disk produce more accurate signals than 
trackers employing reticles having the center of the disk 
and the reticle pattern in coincidence. Poorer accuracy 
results with the latter type of system because resolution 
is inherently poorest a t  the common merging point of all 
the radially extending sectors. In contrast, reticles wherein 
a null is indicated by a constant, finite output frequency 
have excellent resolution at the center of the field of view 
because thereat the alternate opaque and transparent seg- 
ments are diverging away from the edge of the carrier 
disk. Of course, it is desirable for resolution to be as great 
as possible at the center of the reticle pattern because 
optical trackers are generally employed in servo systems 
attempting to position a source at the center of the reticle 
pattern. 
In the past, optical tlackers employing frequency modu- 
lation reticles have generally employed two separate opti- 
cal systems to derive signals indicative of the X and Y 
positions of a tlacked image. The separate optical sys- 
tems have gene~ally each employed one reticle, one fo- 
cussing telescope and one photomultiplier tube. In addi- 
tion to requiring a relatively large amount of expensive 
equipment, such a system requires an excessive amount 
of volume, a condition that cannot be tolerated in outer 
space applications. 
Accolding to the present invention, the X and Y co- 
o~dinate positions of an image are determined with an 
optical tracker by employing a pair of frequency modu- 
lation reticle patterns of the type wherein the pattern 
center is removed flom the disk center. The reticles are 
spatially removed from each other by 90" with respect to 
the image and a single light detector. 
The reticles are prefe~ably mounted on separate, over- 
lapping transparent disks, whereby the image is chopped 
by the reticle on the first disk and subsequently chopped 
by the reticle on the second disk. To provide for succes- 
sive chopping of the image by the two reticles, the reticle 
on each disk includes two separate segments, each travers- 
ing an arc of approximately 90". Thereby, when the 
reticle on one disk is chopping the image, the reticle on 
the second disk is removed from the image and only 
the transparent portion of the disk is in the path to the 
light detector. 
In response to the image being chopped by the FM 
reticles, the photodetector derives a series of variable fre- 
quency waveforms, having frequency swings proportional 
to the X and Y positions of the optical image passing 
through the ~eticles. The variable frequency signals are 
detected by a frequency discrin~inator, the output of which 
includes a series of variable amplitude, half wave sinu- 
soids. The half wave sinusoids alte~nate in nlaximun~ am- 
plitude in iesponse to the alternate chopping by the two 
reticles, whereby alte~nate peaks of the disc~iminator out- 
put indicate the X and Y positions of the image being 
trached. The alternate pe;ih.i arz coupled to sepalate chan- 
nels to det~ve inriic?tions of the direction and amplitude 
of the image from the cente~s of the reticle patterns. 
It has been found through expelimentation that the 
output of the fiequency discriminator has a tendency to 
generate large amplitude pulses in response to sudden 
changes in the FM signal applied thereto. The large am- 
plitude signals or spikes are derived for a relatively short 
duration subsequent to switching between the X and Y 
reticle patterns. Such spikes, if allowed to be coupled to 
the X and Y amplitude deieetiilg chanzwl;, could i l l t ~ o  Iieiicle patte7rr 48 iitclt:dcs i h ~ e e  separate segmerti, 
dnce serious etror in the positional information delived namely inner and outer constant i-requency modulatior~ 
According lo a further aspect of the present inventiorr, amplitililc segment5 21 ard 22 ~ i n d  center variable fre- 
the derivation of signal spikes is avoided by gating the quency moclulation amplitude segment 23. Variable fre- 
o~itput of the ftequency diacrimindtor to the position q i ~ e r l ~ q  niodu:ation ainplitridc scgment 23 includes a 
detecting channels for a time period slightly less than the " plu~allty of alternate opaque and transparent, lachally 
time required for the 90" arc of each reticle to be posi- extending fingers having valiable sectols as a function of 
tioned before the light detector and in synchronism with angle and radius. The fingers are positioned so that with 
rotation of the reticle carrier disks. conbtant disk lotation velocity the instantaneous chop- 
It  is, accordingly, an object of the present invention lo ping frequency of a light image focussed on a circle 
to provide a new and improved flequency modulation defined by ladius 24 is constant as a function of disk 
optical tlacker. lotation angle. As the fingers progress outwardly from 
It is another object of the present invention to provide and inwardly of ladius 24, the maximum and nlinimum 
a frequency modulation optical tracker wherein only a chopping frequencies increase and deciease, respectively, 
single optical system is required. 13 as a function of rotation angle, assuming constant disk 
It  is another object of the present invention to provide lotation velocity. 
an optical tracker employing frequency modulation To achieve these variations in chopping frequency, 
reticles having sudden transitions therein which have a sylnmetiical opaque section 25 is psitioned along line 
tendency to cause an F M  discriminator to derive relatively 29, at an angle 90" displaced from centerline 19. Opaque 
large amplitude, spurious outputs, and wherein means 20 section 25 has a relatively wide base at its point nearest 
are provided for eliminating such spurious outputs. the center 26 of the disk and sides that taper inwardly 
It  is another object of the present invention to provide with increasing ladius. The tlansparent sections adjacent 
a new and imploved optical tracker employing a pail of opaque section 25 are both unsymmetrical and have a 
frequency modulation reticles displaced in phase 90" greatel length along radii less than radius 24 than those 
relative to each other for chopping an optical image onto 25 pottions of the transparent segments are radii gleater 
a single photodetector. than radius 24. In a similar manner, a plurality of suc- 
The above and still f ~ ~ ~ t h e r  objects, features and ad- cessive, alternate opaque and transpalent sections 
vantages of the present invention will become apparent altelnately are p~ovided to 45" on cither side of line 29. 
upon consideration of the following detailed description Asurlling constant rotation velocity of the disk, the pat- 
of one specific embodiment theleof, especially when taken 30 tern of alternate opaque and tlanspalent sections in 
in conjunction with the accompanying drawings, wherein: reticle pattern 18 causes light to be chopped in conform- 
FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of the optical and elec- ance with: 
tlonic systems employed in a preferred embodiment of 
the plesent invention; (1) 
FIG. 2 is a plan view of a single frequency modula- 33 f=f,+A(r--r,,) sin 0 
tion reticle of the type employed in the system of FIG. 1; where: 
FIGS. 3A-3E are waveforms indicating the manner 
in which the system of FIG. 1 functions; f is the instantaneous f~equency of light chopped by the 
FIG. 4 is a plan view of the reticles and the drives disk; 
therefor in a preferred embodiment of the present inven- 40 fo is the freqllenc~ of light chopped by the disk if the 
tion; image is focussed on the circle defined by radius 24; 
FIG. 5 is a side view of the preferred embodiment A is a constant: 
illust~ated by FIG. 4; i is the radial position of the light image in sector 23; 
FIG. 6 is a plan view of a frequency ~~~odula t ion  reticle I.,, is the length of ladins 24; and 
employed in a second embodiment of the invention; 45 0 is the angular position of the disk relative to  line 19. 
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of the optical and elec- 
tronic systems employed in an embodiment of the inven- Equation 1 applies only for light chopped by leticle 
tion utilizing a pair of ~eticle disks of the type illustrated Pattern 23, i.e., Equation 1 applies only when the light 
by FIG. 6; and image falls within the boundaries defined by 4 5 " _ ( 8  
FIGS. 8A-8E are ~vaveforms indicating the manner in 50 135" and for rmlnll;nax, where I.,, and i.,,, are the 
which the system of FIG. 7 functions. radii of the pattern sector 23 farthest from and closest 
Reference is now made to FIG. 1 of the drawings, to disk center 26, lespectively. 
wherein there is illustrated in schematic form a system To limit the frequency excursion derived from photo- 
for determining the X, Y cooldinate positions of point multiplier 16, and yet provide a finite frequency output 
source 11 of optical energy. The image of source 11 is 55 from the pohtomultiplier in response to optical images 
focussed by lens 12 at  a point approximately midway focussed at radii outside the limits of sector 25, as defined 
between spatially overlapping, tlansparent reticle carry- by b i n  and r,,,, patterns 21 and 22 are provided. Each 
ing disks 13  and 14. Disks 13 and 14 are positioned in of patterns 21 and 22 includes a plurality of radially ex- 
parallel planes and ale relatively close to each other, tending, alternate opaque and transparent fingers. Each of 
whereby the image of source 11 is substantially focussed 60 the fingers in patterns 21 and 22 covers the same degree 
on each of the reticle carrying disks. Light C ~ O P P ~  by of arc as the end of each finger to which it is connected 
disks 13 and 14 is tocussed by iens 45 on a light d e w -  in pattern 23. Since the fingels of patterns 21 and 2% 
tor, photomi~ltiplier tube 16. cover the same arc length as the ends of thc fingers of 
~ i g h t  chopping reticles 13 and 14 are identicalfy con- pattern 23 they are connected, the fingers of 
st~ncted in the manner indicated by FIG. 2. The disk. 65 21 and 22 are of a freql,ency nature lilusiraied by FIG. 2 is generally traslsparenl and includes 
a pair of idelltical modulation and and limit rnaxtnlum and minimum frequency excur 
18 which complise the reticle. Each of aPld sionsddtrived from photomultiplier tube 16. 
18 extends fot an aic of 90" on opposite sides of center- While the reticle patterns 19 and 18 are identical, the 
line 19. The edges of reticle patterns 17 and 18 are sepa- 7O mathematical relationship for pattern 17 differs slightly 
rated flom each other by go0, whereby perfect symrnetly from that of Pattern 1%. The difference in the mathe- 
of the diffelent reticle patterns is achieved. Sillce the two matical relationship of the two patterns occurs because 
reticle pattellls 17 and 18 ale identical, being m i ~ i o ~  they are or1 opposite sides of centerline 19, nhcreby 
images of each other relative to centerline 19, a descrip- photomultplier tube 16 derives frequencies having similar 
tion of pattern 18 suffices for both. y j  polarities relative to f, for both reticle patterns 17 and 18. 
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Hence, reticle pattern 19 causes phoionultipiier tube 66 in selies between the output of discriminatoi 41 and the 
to dclive ;lrr oiltout signal in accordance with: input of low pass filter 56, but is responsive to reference 
(2) phase signals 90" displaced from the reference phases suonlied to channel 46. 
A. 
for 225' 5 8 g 3 1 j o  and I , , , ,~ZI  smdx. Switches 52 and 57 are connected to a differe~t one 
Returning now to the schematic dlagram of FIG.1, disks of each of the photodetectors 33, with sw~tch 52 be~ng 
13 and 14 are mounted so that their reticle pattelns are closed in response to oppositely located transparent sec- 
spatially displaced f r o n ~  each other by 90" relative to tions 32 passing in front of their associated photodetector 
the focussed image and detector 16, whereby the reticle 33, and switch 57 being closed in response to transparent 
pattern of disk 13 chops the optical image of source 11 segments 32 passing light from lamp 34 to the other one 
while the transparent segment of disk 14 is in the path of photodetectors 33. Thereby, for each revolution of 
of the chopped optical energy. Similarly, but in an oppo- disk 31 each of switches 52 and 57 is closed twice, each 
site manner, the transparent portion of disk 13 is inter. time for slightly less than one-quarter of a revolution 
cepting the image of source 11 while the reticle pattern of of reticle disks 13 and 14, and the switches are closed 
disk 14 is chopping the image. Because of the 90" spatial 15 at different times, displaced by 90". On the other hand, 
separation of the reticles of disks 13 and 14, the FM normally closed switch 45 is controlled in response to 
signals derived from photodetector 16 alternately repre- the output of both of the photodetectors 33 so that the 
sent the X and Y coordinate positions of source 11 rela- switch 45 is open from the 75" of arc covered by each 
tive to a common point between disks 13 and 14. As of the opaque sections 32. To this end, OR gate 59 is 
seen infra, the 90" phase displacement of the signals 20 connected to be responsive to both of the photodetectors 
chopped by disks 13 and 14 is achieved by displacing 33 and supplies a voltage waveform to open contacts 45 
the disks equally from a common drive point, about during the four 75" arc lengths. 
which they are spatially displaced by 90". The disks are To provide a better and more complete understanding 
connected to the common drive point, so that they are of the present invention, reference is now made to the 
rotated in opposite directions at constant velocity. 25 waveforms of FIGS. 3A-3E. In discussing the waveforms 
To  establish reference phases for separating the alter- of FIGS. 3A-3E, it is assumed that reticle disk 13 is posi- 
nate frequency modulation waves derived from photo- tioned to derive information indicative of the X coordinate 
multiplier 16, opaque phase reference disk 31, driven position of source 11, while disk 14 chops light from 
synchronously with and at the same velocity as reticle source 11 in accordance with the Y position thereof. In 
disks 13 and 14, is provided. Phase reference disk 31 30 addition, it is assumed that source I1 is located at a posi- 
includes four transparent arcuate sections 32, each sub- tion to cause the image thereof to be focussed at a point 
tending an angle of 75". Oppositely disposed transparent, beyond radius 24 of disk 13, while the image focussed on 
a~cuate  sections 32 are at the same radius from the disk 14 is at a position interior of the disk relative to ra- 
center of disk 31, with adjacent ones of sections 32 at dius 24. 
dilTerent radii. The four sections 32 are displaced from 35 The va~iation of f~equency relative to f,, as a function 
each other angularly by 90". Positioned at the two radii of rotation angle, 8, of disk 13, derived from photomulti- 
of sections 32 from the center of disk 31 is a separate plier tube 16 in the X coordinate direction is indicated 
low intensity photodetector 33 and lamp 34 combination. as the ordinate in FIG. 3A and compiises, for each cycle 
Thereby, each of the two photodetectors 33 derives a of rotation of reticle 13, a pair of half wave sinusoids 
finite, binary one output only while the two transparent 40 having frequency va~iations rep~esented by Equations 1 
sections 32 is aligned therewith to enable an optical path and 2, supra. The frequency variations resulting f ~ o m  
to be formed between it and the co~responding lamp 34. chopping of the image by reticle disk 13 occur only in the 
The two photodetectors 33 thereby derive four reference intervals 45"43613.5" and 22.5 " L o 6 3  15". The ampli- 
phase rectangular waves, each having a duration com- tude of the frequency variation is positive relative to f,, 
mensurate with 7.5" of arc of reticle disks 13 and 14, and 43 the refe~ence frequency along radius 24. As reticle disk 
being in 90" relative phase relationship. 13 rotates, the chopping frequency increases from a mini- 
The four reference phase signals dervied from photo- mum at 6=45" to a maximum at 0=90° and drops back 
detectors 33 and the FM signal generated by photo- to the minimum value at  0=135". The chopped light 
multiplier I6 are applied to the electronics unit of the impinging on photomultiplier 16 as a result of disk 13 
present invention. The elctronics unit includes frequency 50 goes from a zero frequency to a finite frequency with a 
discriminator 48 responsive to the variable frequency step jump and, theoretically, such a step should be de- 
output of photomultiplier 16, after suitable amplification rived from frequency discriminator 41. 
by amplifier 42 and amplitude limiting by limiter 43. In lesponse to the assumed conditions of the position 
Discriminator 41 includes cilcuiiry for deriving a vari- of the optical image relative to reticle disk 14, the fre- 
able ampltude signal indicative of the departure of the 55 quency of light impinging on photomultiplier 16 occurs 
frequency chopped by disks 13 and 14 from the reference as indicated by the waveform of FIG. 3B. It is noted from 
chopping frequency associated with radius 24. In par- FIG. 3B that frequency variations occur only in the re- 
ticular, disc~im~nator $1 detives a zero amplitude signal gion 0°LBL45", 135°L0L2250 and 315"L0L360°. In 
in response to the reference frequency being applled the other regions, 45"L6L135" and 225"40L315", there 
thereto, while positive and negative voltages are gener- 60 is no output of photomultiplier 16 due t o  chopping by 
aied th?reby in lesponse to freauencies greater and less reticle wheel 14. This is the result that is to be expected 
than the reference frequency, Ac~oss the output circuit since reticle wheels 13 and $4 have patterns displaced 
of fiequency discriminator $1 is connected capacitor 44, from each other by 90" and include alternate chopping 
shu,~ted by the norn~ally closecl contacts of sw~tch 45. and transparent patterns. 
The varying amplitude i~gnal  derived by fiequency drs- 63  A farther observation from FIG 3B is that the fre- 
crimtrraior 4% acro5s the piaies or capacitor 44 IS applzed udency ~lariaiiorli ale in the negative direction relative to 
in pamtlcl to phase detect~ng channels 46 and 419, &at !O and the val~at~ons of FIG 3A Thls ir to be expected 
delive signals proportional to the X and i.' coordinate "5 t h ~  image of source 11 is assumed to be at an irlterlor 
locations of the optlcal image of source 11, relative to point of the pattern of reticle disk I4 relative to radius 24. 
24 of disks 13 and 14. Channel 46 inclltdes 70 It is also noted that the amplitude of the maximum swing 
no:m~lIy open switch 52 series connected between the of the waveform of FIG. 3B is g~eater than the frequency 
output of frequency discriminator 41 and the input of swing of FIG. 3 4 .  Such a swing occurs because the opti- 
low pass filter 51 and responds to the reference phase cal image in the Y direction is assumed to be positioned 
signals generated by one of photodetectors 33. Similarly, fa ther  from reference radius 24 than the optical image 
channel 47 comp~ises no~mally open switch 57, connected 75 in the X direction. 
:,532,j394 
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IScncc, Ihc ill~i~iinllni f i c q ~ ~ e n c j ~  exctiriions derived is conrccted to th:: oufplit of freqvency dt\c~iminafor 41 
f1om phoiomtrltipl~er 16 for the alternate segments of for appioxirnztely one h ~ l f  of eCLch cyde of rotation of 
~eticle disks 43 and 14 resnlt in materially different £re- reticle dts! s 17 and 14,  as ~nd~catei! by FIGS. 3 0  and 3E. 
quency variations from the photo~nuliiplier. The frequency The low pass i i l t e ~  s smooth the pulsattng voltages applied 
vari,~tions denve3 from photomultiplier 16 are applied tl;ere:o to dell ie 9 C sign-1s ~rrdlcative of tbe srtir~litncie 
to frequency disciiminator 41, including circuitry whereby and position of rhe opl i~dl  image ~eidtive to the refLr~ric- 
a zeio output voltage 1s derived in response to an input radii 24 of ret~cie disks 15 and $4. These D.C. signals 
fieqnency equal- to  the frequency associated with radii 24 may be utilizcd to control servo mechanisms for control- 
of reticle disks 13 and 14. Hence, if one or the other of ling the position of image 11 on the two reticle disks in a 
reticle disks 13 and 14 has its pattern aligned with the illannel well known to those skilled in the art. 
lines associated with X=O or  Y=O, frequency discriini- Refe~ence is now made to FIGS. 4 and 5 of tke draw- 
nator 41 derives a zero output for that particular inter- ings whelein details o l  the n~echailical construction of the 
val. The disciiminator theoletically derives during all optical tracker of the present invention are iilustrated in 
other intervals, waveforms of the types illustrated by plan and side views, respectively. From FIG. 4, ieticle 
FIGS. 3 A  and 3B. 15 disks 13 and 14 ale positioned so that their reticle pat- 
It has been found, however, that the theoretical wave- terns lie in substantially parallel telationship. The 90" 
forms of FIGS. 3A and 3B are not actually derived from spatial relationship between the retkle patterns and the 
frequency discriminator 41 unless switch 45 is included. optical image is obtained by positioning the centers of 
Sudden variations occurring as a result of transitions in disks 13 and 1 4  equally from the center of drive shaft 61 
the reticle pattern cause large amplitude pulses to be de- 20 of motor 62. Centers 26 of ~eticle disks 13 and 14  are 
lived by frequency discriminator 41 at the edge of the located along lines olthogonal to each o the~  and inteisect- 
~eticle patterns, e.g., when 8=13S0 in the waveforms of ing the center of drive shaft 61. To drive reticle disks 
FIGS. 3 A  and 3B. To prevent such spilces from being 13 and 14 at  a constant velocity and in opposite direc- 
coupled to detector channels 46 and 47, OR gate 59 re- tions, the disks carry geals 63, concentric with their centers 
sponds to photodetectors 33 to feed the waveform of 25 and engaging gear 64 diiven by shaft 61. 
FIG. 3C to switch 45. Thereby, switch 45 is closed dur- The positional relaiionship of reticle disks 13 and 14 
ing the transition pe~iod, and for 7.5" of arc rotation of reltaively to shaft 61 establishes an X=O, Y=O position 
reticles 13 and 14 to either side of th2 transition period, for the image of source 11 at point 65, equally spaced 
Hence, frequency discriminator 41, in from the centers of reticle wheels 13 and 14. Thas, the 
with switch 45 and capacitor 44, feeds a series of varying 30 centers of reticle wheels 13 and 14 and shaft 61, as well 
amplitude and polarity spaced pulses to detector &an- as point 65, defin- the coiners of a square with the two 
nels 46 and 47 during each rotation cycle of reticle disks reticle centers at opposite apexes of the square and the 
13 and 14. During the first 37.5" of each cycle of rota- center of shaft 64 and point 65 at  the other apexes of the 
tion, switch 57 in channel 47 is closed while 52 square. Positioned immediately below point 65 is photo- 
in channel 46 i.; maintained open in response to signals 35 multiplier tube 16, wheleby the photomultiplier tube gen- 
from p ~ o ~ o ~ e t e c ~ o r s  33. ~h~ output of frequency dis- erates outputs commensulate with the refelence freqvency 
criminator 41 is negative during the 37.50 interval being in response to the star image impinging on ~efelence radii 
considered, whereby the negative D.C. signal indicated 24 reticle X3 and 14. 
in FIG. 3E in the interval O 0 S 8 ~ 3 7 . 5 "  is applied to low To plovide the phase reference signals and p~event 
pass filter 56. During the next 15", the output of fre- 40 light from lamps 34 from intelfering with light from 
quency discriminator 41 is shunted to ground by switch source 11, disk 31 is driven by motor 62 via geais 64 and 
45. 65. Gear 65  extends in a direction 180" displaced from the 
In the interval 52.5"181127.5", photodetectois 33 feed diagonal between shaft 61 and point 65 to minimize light 
signals to channels $6 and 47, whereby switch 51: is interference between lamps 34 and photodetector 16. 
closed while switch 57 is open. In said interval, the out- 45 While the system described in conjunction with FIGS. 
put of freq~~ency discrin~inator 41 is positive, as indicated 1-3 is noted for its simplicity, it has the disadvantage of 
by FIG. 3A. The positive output of frequency discrimi- requiring D.C. coupling between frequency discriminator 
nator 41 occurring during the interval 52.5"184127.5" 41 and demodulation channels 46 and 47, whereby drift 
is passed through switch 52 to low pass filter 51 as in- in the discriminator outp~lt causes errors to be deiived in 
dicated by FIG. 3D, which averages the positive signal 50 the indications of the X and Y positions of radiation 
applied thereto to derive a positive D.C. signal. The posi- source 11. D.C. coupling between discrminator 41 and 
tive D.C. signal derived by low pass filter 51 is propor- channels 46 and 4'1 is necessary because of the full wave 
tional to the amplitude and direction of the image of reticle pattern of the disk illustrated by FIG. 2, that re- 
source 11 relative to ladius 24 of reticle disk 13 to pro- sults in a D.C. Output of fleqeuncy discriminator 41 for 
vide an indication of the image displacement in the X 55 any particular information channel, as noted by the wave- 
direction. forms of FIGS. 3A-3E. 
During the next intelval when one of photodetectors To avoid the ploblems associated with D.C. coupling 
33 is activated, 142.5"48&217.5", switch 57 is again between the Output of frequency discriminator 41 and 
closed to the exclusion of switch 52, whereby the nega- den~odulator channels 46 and 47, the reticle disk of FIG. 
tlve output of frequency dis~~inxinntor 41 is coupled to 60 6 is utilized instead of the disk of FIG. 2. The reticle disk 
pass filter 56, as indicated by FIG. 3E. LOW pass fil- of FIG. 6 is sinlilar to the disk of FIG. 2 in that a pair 
56 responds to ourput of frequency discrimi- of FM reticle patteyns 81 an:! 82 is ixovided and these 
nator 41 to denve a negative voltage pioportional to the pattelns are separated by transparent se~iions having an 
displact.ment of image 11 ~elative to reference radius 24 arc length of appr~xlmately 90". The reticle pa t te~ i~s  of 
or dl& 14  and the linage ~ 0 ~ i t ~ 0 ~ 1  in the dllec- b;l the 6 disk, however, are i?oh rniiroi images of each 
t ~ o n  other, but can be repierented as a 'c11.w s~nusortl, s ~ ~ c h  as 
During the following interval when one of the defined Equation 1 ,  wllhlil tile bountlar~es defined by 
detectors 33 IS activated, 232 .5 '~84307 .5" ,  switch 5% 4 S 0 < ~ ~ 1 3 5 " ;  225"~t35315",  101 i ,, r i r r  ,. Hence, 
1s again closed while the switch in channel 47 is open in the region 45"185135", leticie pattern 81 1s Identical 
and the positive output of discriminator 41 is coupled 70 wit11 reticle pattern 18 of FIG. 2, and the fingers com- 
to low pass filter 51. In the manner desciibed, the output prising the patteln convergz as a ft~nction of increasing 
hignais of discriininato~ 41 ale alternately fed to than- ~adius. In the legion 2 2 5 " ~ 8 6 3 1 5 " ,  howevei, ie t i~le  pat- 
n6is 46 and 47 that de~ive D C. signals indicative of the rein 82 is alranged so that theie is a greatei numbea of 
X and Y positions of the optical source. lines intercepting light flom a source inteiiorly of centei- 
It is thus seen that each of low pass filters 51 and 56 75 line 24 than at ladii greatel than the centelline, whereby 
3,532,894 
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the pattern fingers diverge as a function of increa~ing reticle disk? 84 and 85 along the X and I' coordinate 
radius. Thereby, the fiequency va~iation as a function of directions. The image chopped by reticle disk 84 is pre- 
angular rotation of an imagc foctissed on the reticle disk sunled to lie beyond the radius 24 thereof, whereby the 
of FIG. 6, at any point removed from centelline 24, is de- frequency variation is positive above a reference level 
fined as a sinusoid as a function of angle in the regions - in the interval of 4 5 " s b 1 1 3 5 "  arid negative in the in- 
45"40<135";  2 2 5 " ( 0 ~ 3 1 5 " .  " telval 225"<0<3 15" .  The frequency swing indicative of 
Because of the true sinusoidal pattein of the frequency image position in the Y coordinate direction, resulting 
modulation on the disk of FIG. 6, an optical tracker from chopping of the optical image by reticle disk 85, 
employig such disks includes circuitry modified relative to is negative in the intervals of 0" 5 0 5 4 5  "; 3 15" 5 0 5 3 6 0 ° ,  
the circuitry of FIG. 1. The modified circuitry is illus- LO while the variation is positive for values of 135" ~ 0 5 2 2 5 " ,  
trated by the schematic diagram of FIG. 7, wherein reticle since the Y position of the image is less than radius 24 
disks 84 and 85 of the type shown by FIG. 6 are posi- of disk 85. The frequency variations derived from photo- 
tioned in precisely the same manner as indicated supra in multiplier tube 16 are converted into amplitude variations 
conjunction with FIGS. 4 and 5 for disks 13 and 14. by frequency discriminator 41, the output of which is 
Reticle disks 84 and 85 intercept optical energy from a 15 positively shifted to  a zero level during the intervals when 
suitable variable position source whereby a chopped none of the arcuate, transparent segments 91-95 on refer- 
F.M. image impinges on photomultiplier tube 16, the out- ence phase disk 87 allows light to impinge on photo- 
put of which is fed to frequency discriminator 41 via detectors 99-102, as indicated by the waveform of FIG. 
amplifier 42 and limiter 43. SC. 
As in the system of FIG. 1, the output of frequency 20 The two opposite polarity sinusoidal like, pulse wave- 
discriminator 41 is normally short-circuited by normally forms of FIG. 8A are converted into a pair of positive 
closed switch 45, approximately at the same that a sudden going sinusoidal like waveforms, having the shape in- 
transition occurs in the reticle pattern of disks 84 and dicated by FIG. SD, by the circuitry including switches 
85 during four 15" periods of each revolution of reticle 108 and 109. This relatio~lship is seen by noting that in 
disks 84 and 85. Switch 45 is opened in response to a 25 the interval of 52.5"(05127.5", switch 108 is closed, 
finite output voltage of OR gate 86. OR gate 86 is re- whereby most of the information in the positive going 
sponsive to phase reference signals delived from disk 87, portion of the waveform of FIG. SA is coupled directly 
that is lotated synchronously with and at the same velocity to low pass filter 106. During the interval of 
as reticle disks 84 and 85. Phase reference disk 87 is 
generally similar to phase reference disk 31, FIG. 1, but 30 232.5"505307.5" 
the former disk includes four transparent segments 91-94, the negative portion of the waveform of FIG. 8 is coupled, 
each lying along a diffeernt radius f ~ o m  the disk center in polarity inverted form, to ]ow pass filter 106, because 
and an arc of approximately 75". Each of trans- switch 109 is closed during the stated interval and the parent segments 91-94 coopelates with a separate lamp discriminator 44 output is connected to the filter via 
and photodetector pair, the lamps being denominated by 35 phase inverting amplifier 106. 
reference numerals 95-98 and the photodetectors by ref- In a similar manner, low pass filter 107 responds to 
erence 99-102. The reference phase signals generated by the waveform of FIG. 8B, to derive the negative going photodetectors 99-102 are coupled to OR gate $6, to open pulsating waveforn~ of FIG. 8E. This is seen by noting 
switch 45 during the intervals: 
_ that in the intervals of O0<0(37.5", and 
0 3 0 5 3 7 . 5 " ;  52.5"(8<127.5"; 40 
1 4 2 . 5 " 5 0 ~ 2 1 7 . 5 " ;  232.5 20<307.5° ;  and 322.5"505360° 
322.5"<6L36Oo. switch 111 is closed, whereby the negative going portion 
reference phase singals generated by photodetec- of the frequency discriminator 41 output is coupled to low 
tors 99-102 are also coupled to phase detecting channels Pass filter 107. In the interval of 142.5"1@6217.5",  
103 and 104, also responsive to the output of frequency 45 switch 110 is closed, whereby the positive output of fre- 
discriminator 41 via the A.C. path established by quency discriminator 41 is inverted to a negative going 
capacitor 105. Channels 103 and 104 respond to the waveform that is coupled to the input of low pass filter 
phase reference signals and the discriminator 41 output 107. Filters 106 and 107 respond to the half-wave recti- 
to derive D.C. signals propotrional to the x and Y loca- fied inputs thereof to derive positive and negative voltages 
tions of the image focussed on sinusoidal reticle disks 50 respectively indicative of the position of an optical image 
84 and 85. focussed on reticle disks 84 and 85. 
Demodulating channels 103 and 104 respectively in- While I have described and illustrated several specific 
clude low pass filters 106 and 107, selectively connected embodiments of my invention, it will be clear that vari- 
to the A.C. output of frequency discriminator 41 via ations of the details of constn~ction which are specifically 
normally open switches PO$-111. are directly connected 55 illustrated and described may be made without departing 
to the inputs of filters 106 and 107 from frequency dis- from the true spirit and scope of the invention as defined 
criminator 41, while switches 109 and 110 are connected in!he 'ppended 
to the filters via polarity reversing amplifier 113. havinz 1 claim: 
a gain of minus one. Switches 108-161 are connected with 1. A tracker for a source of optical energy camprising photodetectors 99-102 so that the switches are closed 60 first and second reticles, each of said reticles positioned 
during each revolution reticle disks 84 and 85 in ac- on respective parallel displaced axes of rotation in a 
cordance with: spatially overlapping relationship, each of said reticle? 
Switch closed: 6' 
108 52.5"-127.5" 
109 -.. 232.5"-303.5" 
110 .................... 142.5"-217.5" 
111 --------------_--__- 0"-37.5"; 322.5"-360" 
To provide a more con~plete understanding of the man- 
ner in which the system of FIG. 7 ,  incorporating a pair 
of reticle disks of the type shown by FIG. 6, functions, 
reference is made to the waveforms of FIGS. 8A-8B. 
FIGS. 8A and 8B are wavefornls respectively illustrating 
the frequency variations in the output of photomultiplier 
tube 16 in response to chopping of an optical image by 
havmg alternate frequency modulatlan patterns and 
transparent sect01 s, mean5 for iotat~ng said r c t ~ ~ l e s  in
66 synchlontsm abotit said axes such that said patieins al- 
ternately frequency modulate the optical energy, said pat- 
texns chopping light at a constant reference freqvency 
along an arc of constant radius, optical detector means 
responsive to optical energy propagating through said 
70 patterns, means for substantially focussing an image of 
said source on both of said reticles and for directing the 
image chopped by said patterns on said detector means, 
a ftequency disc~in~inator coupled wlth said detector 
means, said discriminator deriving a predetermined, con- 
75 stant amplitude output signal in iesponse to the detector 
; j j  532J89~1 
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der;vir,- P &iga-,j eqrr,ll in f ~ e q ~ ~ e n c y  to said rsfercnce one finger including seginent :ind at the radir of \aid at 
fleqtizncy, means for generating a f ~ s t  series of leference least one finger including segment. 
pulses, each of said first pulses occurring in coincidence 6.  The trackrr of clalrn 5 wherein each pattern includes 
with the choppirrg of light by said patterns on said fi~sf a pair of said finger including segr~~ents, aid tlansparent 
reticle, meen: for gene:st~rg a second series of reference segment sepaiafing said finger includine segments by arc 5 p+ses, each oC said second pulses o ~ c ~ r i i ~ i g  in coincidence lcngths of approximately 90°, one of said finger including 
with the chopping of light by said patterns on said second segments having the fingers thereof diverging as a func- 
reticle, and first and second gating means coupled to the tion of increasing radius, the other of said finger includ- 
output of said discriminator, said first gating means, fill- ing segments having the fingers thereof converging as a 
ther, being coupled to said first generating means and function of increasing radius, and only A.C. coupling 
rendered conductive by each of said first pulses in coin- means connecting said discriminator to said outputs. 
cidence with the chopping of light by said first reticle, 7. The tracker of claim 6 wherein said patterns produce 
and said second gating means, further, being coupled to sudden frequency transitions in an output of said detector 
said second generating means and iendered conductive by means, and means for decoupling signals from said gating 
each of said second pulses in coincidence with the chop- 15 means during said transitions. 
ping of light by said second reticle for deriving indications 8. The tracker of claim 7 wherein said means for de- 
of the coordinate positions of the image substantially coupling signals includes an OR gate actuated by said 
focussed on said reticles. reference pulses and a switch interposed between said 
2. ~h~ tracker of claim 1 wherein said for discriminator and said gating means and responsive to 
lotating comprises a constantly rotating &aft, a drive for 20 "id OR gate to decouple said discriminator from said 
each of said reticles at  the center of each reticle, said gating durin 
drives being driven by said- said centers being 
equally spaced from said shaft along lines extending at - 
right angles to each other. UNITED STATES PATENTS 
3. The tracker of claim 1 wherein said patterns produce 25 2,442,9 10 6/ 1948 Thonlson -------- 250-233 x 
sudden frequency txansitions in an output of said detector 2,961,545 11/1960 Astheimer et al, ----- 250-203 
means, and means for decouplkg signals from said 3,004,169 10/1961 Fairbanks et al. ---- 250-233 
gating means during said transitions. 3,046,541 7/1962 Knox ------__---- 250---229 X 
4. The tracker of claim 3 wherein said means for de- 3,143,654 8/1964 Aroyan et al, ------- 250-233 
coupling signals includes an OR gate actuated by said 30 3,239,674 3/1966 Aroyan --------- 250-233 X 
reference pulses and a switch interposed between said 3,348,050 10/1967 Bez --------_---- 250-203 X 
discriminator and said gating means and responsive to 3,379,891 4/1968 Aroyan ---------- 250-203 X 
said OR gate to  decouple said discliminator flom said 
gating means during said transitions. FOREIGN PATENTS 
5. The tracker of claim 1 wherein each of said fre- 35 968,581 9/1964 Great Britain. quency modulation patterns have at least one segment 
having radially extending fingers and covering an arc ROBERT SEGAL, primary ~~~~i~~~ 
length of substantially 90°, said fingers having the same 
separation at all other radii, and a transparent segment U.S. C1. X.R, 
at all angles other than those traversed by said at least 40 250-203 
